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mk4him94@yahoo.com <mk4him94@yahoo.com>

Comments on Docket #2020-P-MULTI-0024 (Port Project) 

Name: Ruth Schneider  
Phone: 9185346035 
Email Address: mk4him94@yahoo.com 
Organization: no 

Comments: 
Docket #2020-P-MULTI-0024 (Port Project) This project must be stopped on basis of a serious
threat to our national security. Gulftainer's Iraqi-born principals, Hamid Dhia Jafar and Dr Jafar Dhia
Jafar, have been (for decades) involved in the financing, construction, designing, storage,
transportation, concealment and proliferation of nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons of mass
distruction. These very same weapons have wounded and killed our very own American soldiers
and many innocent citizens. Gulftainer also has extensive ties to the former Iraqi regime of Saddam
Hussein, Hussein's project of weapons of mass destruction co-conspirators the Jafars, Iraqi
chemical weapons mastermind Czar Lt. Gen. Dr. Amir Al-Saadi, Putin's long time "number 2" man
who was a former KGB officer Igor Sechin, and many, many others who are deeply connected with
adversary countries to the United States including Russia. Russia's Club-K looks identical to any
standar intermodal cargo container, which is used frequently in our ports. The Club-K is an
advanced satellite-activated weapons system capable of alunching Russican Kalibr cruise missiles
armed with nuclear, electromagnetic Pulse (EMP), chemical, biological, and conventional paloads.
This Club-K is capable of wiping out an aircraft carrier 200 miles away. This port would be an
access point to allow a "trojan horse" container near our coast and just one launch of an EMP
attack from a Club-K would disable America's power grid and impede our ability to respond with an
retaliatory strike. They could then continue launches with likely targets such as U.S. Navy
submarine bases in Kitsap, Washington, and Kings Bay, Georgia, U.S. Air Force strategic bomber air
bases, command and control bases, and the Boeing E4B airborne command 747s, military bases
such as the Delaware's Dover Air Force Vase and Major American cities such as Philadelphia, New
York City, and Washington D.C. Lastly, Gulftainer is connected to 100% of the countries listed by
the U.S. State Department as State Sponsors of Terrorism, North Korea, Iran, Sudan, and Syria.
There can be nothing good from allowing this to pass and Gulftainer to have access to our coasts.
Keep our country secure and please do not allow known terrorists to come near. For the future of
our country and the future of our children please reject this.  


